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THE FIRST DAY IN THE WRITING WITHOUT TITLE  
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There is no need to argue that the Gnostic cosmology is a much debated topic among the 
modern researchers. In this area one of the most questioned texts is the Writing without 
Title on the Origin of the World from the Nag Hammadi Library. Relying on the gener-
ally accepted view one can say that the tractate drew upon heterogeneous Gnostic (Ophite, 
Sethian, Valentinian, and probably Manichean) and non-Gnostic (Jewish, Christian, Greek, 
and Egyptian) materials, according as the author wanted to fashion his theology. The motifs 
of the cosmogonical myth in this exegetically oriented style also seem to derive from het-
erogeneous traditions of religious and philosophical schools and probably from common 
and inherited Gnostic source material found in a variety of Gnostic texts. The purpose of 
my planned investigation is to look into the introductory sentences of the cosmogony. First 
I sum up the main interpretive questions which arise if we read the text as a commentary on 
the first day or day one of the biblical account of creation. Next, by analysing some elements 
and conceptions I will turn to the contemporary philosophical and religious literature and 
try to explain why the author chose these materials and how he used them in order to create 
his own narrative in the framework of the biblical Genesis. Viewed from this perspective, 
this variant of the myth bears witness to the polemical and revisionary rewriting of the men-
tioned traditions but it points to the context of the Christian faith.

Keywords: ancient Gnosis; Gnosticism; Nag Hammadi; Writing without Title on the Origin 
of the World; Cosmology; Genesis; Valentinian; Sophia; Pistis; Jaldabaoth; Samael; Adam 

I.

There is no need to argue that the ancient mythical cosmologies, which 
we have labelled as Gnostic, are a much debated topic among modern re-
searchers.

In the primary (and secondary) sources of this tradition, we meet mythi-
cal characters and abstract terms playing in a dramatic story, which leads 
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from the heavenly world to the material cosmos. Generally, there are two 
main characters, Sophia (the personified Wisdom) and Jaldabaoth, the first 
archon in these narratives. 

There are several opinions about the origin and meaning of the mytho-
logical cosmology, not only in the contemporary polemical literature from 
the philosophical and theological schools, but in modern research as well. 
According to these views, the narratives of the main characters, the first 
archon and Sophia should be examined together. In the relevant hypoth-
eses the building stones of these mythological narratives could come from 
the orphic myth of Phanes,1 from the stories of the birth of Hera’s wrath: 
the myths of Hephaestus and Typhon,2 from the Platonic tradition as the 
figure of the Demiurge3 and the world-soul,4 and the conception of matter 
in the contemporary (middle) Platonic philosophy, from the story of Isis 
and her imperfect son (the older Horus)5 as it is known from Plutarch. We 
should mention the myths of personified Wisdom in the Jewish and Chris-
tian traditions,6 the myths of the fallen and demonic angel(s) in these tradi-
tions, and the angelological and demonological teachings in the canonical 
and apocryphal corpuses from both traditions7 mentioned. Some research-

1 Quispel, G. 1978. “The Demiurge in the Apocryphon of John.” In Wilson, R. Mcl. 
[ed.] Nag Hammadi and Gnosis. (NHS XIV). Leiden: Brill, 1978, 1–33.

2 For this: GoehRiG, J.e. 1981. A Classical Influence on the Gnostic Sophia Myth. VC, 
35, 16–23.

3 E.g. stead, G.c. 1969. The Valentinian Myth of Sophia. JThS, 20, 75–104. for 
the relationship between the two traditions: thoMassen, e. 1993. “The Platonic 
and Gnostic Demiurge.“ In Apocryphon Severini. Oslo, Aarchen Uni.Press, 1993, 
226–244; and Mansfeld, J. 1981. “Bad World and Demiurge. A ’Gnostic’ motif 
from Parmenides to Lucretius and Philo.“ In Studies in Gnosticism and Hellenistic 
Religioins. Leiden: Brill, 1981, 261–314.

4 For this: dillon, J. 1977. The Middle Platonists. A Study of Platonism 80 BC to AD 220. 
Ithaca; Cornell Uni. Press; and theileR, W. 1966. Gott und Seele in kaiserzeitlichen 
Denken. Forschungen zum Neuplatonismus. Berlin: Walter de Gruyter.

5 De Iside 54–55.
6 For this see e.g.: MacRae, G.W. 1970. “The Jewish Background of the Gnostic 

Sophia Myth.“ NT 12, 86–101.
7 Among the figures, we should note e.g. the Angel of the Lord, Metatron, but the 

seven archangel and the myths about the fall could play important roles. For this 
see e.g seGal, a.f. 1977. Two powers in heaven. Early Rabbinic Reports about 
Christianity, Gnosticism. Leiden: Brill; fossuM, J.a. 1985. The Name of God and 
the Angel of the Lord. Samaritan and Jewish Concept of Intermediation and Origin of 
Gnosticism. WUNT, 36, Mohr Siebeck, Tübingen; daniélou, J. 1966. “Le mauvais 
gouvernement due Monde d’après le Gnosticisme.“ In Bianchi, u. [ed.] Le origine 
dello Gnosticismo. Leiden: Brill, 1966, 448–456. 
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ers have derived the portrait of this first archon from a critique of the social 
order8 or from the hierarchy of the early Christian church,9 but others have 
tried to analyse it as a mythical trickster figure.10 

 In this area one of the most questioned texts is the Writing without Title 
On the Origin of the World11 from the Nag Hammadi Library. 

The motifs of the tractate’s mythology in its exegetically oriented style 
seem to derive from heterogeneous traditions of religious and philosophical 
schools and probably from common and inherited Gnostic source material 
found in a variety of Gnostic texts (ApJohn, ApocAd, SJC, HypArch)12 or 
other Gnostic material (Ophite, Sethian, Valentinian, and probably Manichean) 
or non-Gnostic (Jewish, Christian, Greek and Egyptian) sources. These het-
erogeneous materials served the author’s goal of expressing his theology.13 
An outstanding characteristic and dominant element in the creation myth of 
the world and man is that the events of the myth in an ambiguous but more or 
8 seGal, a.f. 1981. “Ruler of this World. Attitudes about Mediator figures and the 

Importance of Sociology for Self-Definition.“ In sandeRs, e.p. (et al.). 1981. 
Jewish and Christian Self Definition. II. Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 245–268.

9 paGels, e. 1976. The Demiurge and his Archons. A Gnostic view of the bishop and 
presbyters? HTR, 63, 3–4. 

10 Gilhus, i.s. 1984 (14). “The Gnostic Demiurge. An Agnostic Trickster.” Religion, 14, 
301–311. 

11 In layton, B. [ed.] 1989. NHC II, 2–7 together with XIII, 2 Brit.Lib.Or.4926(1) 
and P.Oxy.1,654,655. II (NHS 21). BethGe h. – G.-layton B. [tRansl.] Leiden – 
Kobenhaven – Köln – New York: E.J. Brill. Societas Coptica Hierosolymitana, with 
fragments from Codex XIII and from the British Library (Oeyen Fagments) (later 
BethGe 1989). I also used the translation from BaRnstone and MeyeR’s edition. 
2003. The Gnostic Bible. Shambala. Boston and London; and BethGe’s German 
translation. 2001. „Vom Ursprung der Welt (NHC II,5).“ In schenke, h.-M. – 
BethGe, h.G. – kaiseR, u. u. [eds.] Nag Hammadi Deutsch I (GCS N.F. 8). Berlin 
– NewYork: Walter de Gruyter, 2001, 235–262. 

12 The most important commentators are: BöhliG, a. – laBiB, p. 1962. Die koptisch-
gnostische Schrift ohne Titel aus Codex II von Nag Hammadi im koptischen 
Museum zu Alt Kairo. Deutsche Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, Institut für 
Orientforschung 58, Berlin, 1962. taRdieau, M. 1974. Trois Mythes Gnostiques. 
Adam, Éros et les animaux d’Égypte dans un écrit de Nag Hammadi (II,5). Études 
Augustiniennes, Paris. BethGe, h.-G. 1975. Vom Ursprung der Welt. Die fünfte Schrift 
aus Nag Hammadi-Codex II neu herausgegeben und unter bevorzugter Auswertung 
anderer Nag Hammadi Texte erklärt. Dissertation. Zur Erlangung des Akademischen 
Grades doctor theologiae an der Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Berlin. painchaud, 
l. 1995. L’écrit sans Titre. Traité sur l’origine du monde (NHC II,5 et XIII,2 et Brit.
LibOr.4926 [1]. Les Presses de l’Université Laval, Québec, Canada-Peeters, Louvain-
Paris, – Later painchaud /1995/).

13 See BethGe, h.-G. (1975), and later in his introduction to the translation in the 
abovementioned work (ed. by layton). 
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less clearly recognisable way follow the text and events of Genesis’ creation 
story,14 which has no parallel in the Nag Hammadi corpus.15 

The tractate has been much debated in modern literature. Despite some 
different opinions that have appeared in the long and colourful history of 
research,16 the recurrent opinion in the scholarly writings is that this mythi-
cal material does not have one identifiable link to the only one earlier Gnos-
tic school identified by the Church Fathers17 or to another tractate from Nag 
Hammadi. According to Painchaud’s redactional hypothesis,18 this hetero-
geneous content could be the result of a development with two successive 
remodellings of the first basic text.

On the basis of the parallels with Genesis’ accounts, the tractate in its 
present form could be perceived as a commentary or interpretation in a 
mythical dress19 and “in the text we get a good insight into the thought, 

14 E.g. BöhliG, a. 1968. „Der jüdische Hintergrund in gnostischen Schriften von Nag 
Hammadi“, and „Religionsgeschichtliche Probleme aus der Schrift ohne Titel des 
Codex II von Nag Hammadi.“ and “Urzeit und Endzeit in der titellosen Schrift.” In 
Mysterium und Wahrheit. Gesammelte Beiträge zur spätantiken Religionsgeschichte. 
Leiden: E.J. Brill, 80–101,119–126 and 135–148.

15 For the links to the Eug., see painchaud. 1995. “The literary contacts between the 
Writing without Title on the Origin of the Word (CG II, 5 and XIII, 2) and Eugnostos 
the Blessed (CG III, 3 and V,1).” JBL, 114/1, 81–101 and also painchaud (1995: 
98–101). 

16 For the detailed analysis of the history of research, see painchaud (1995). 
17 See BethGe and painchaud (1995). At this point, we should note that in the 

early history of research schenke. 1959. „Vom Ursprung der Welt. Eine titellose 
gnostische Abhandlung aus der Funde von Nag Hammadi.“ TLZ, 84, 243–256, argued 
that it belonged to the sect of Barbelognostics (after him Jonas, h. 1954. Gnosis 
und Spätantiker Geist. I. Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, Göttingen, 360). Later, schenke, 
h.-M. 1974. “Das Sethianische System nach Nag Hammadi Handschriften. Studia 
Coptica, ??, 165–174, modified his opinion and stated that it was a document of the 
Sethian tradition. BöhliG’s opinion (“Gnostische Probleme in der Titellosen Schrift.“ 
In. Mysterium und Wahrheit, 137) was that the tractate is a compilation from two 
originally independent sources (one source used for the archons the term exousiai and 
the other the archontes) and understood it to be an example of the Gnostic Syncretism 
in his text-edition, and he wrote in his other essay that it was a combination of the 
Ophite and Barbelognostic elements. Tardieu tried to connect the text to the school 
of the Archontics analysing the mythological ideas and motifs in the text in his book. 
Fallon’s conclusion in his analysis in respect to the account of Sabaoth was that the 
Jewish apocalyptic and Sapiential literature played the main role among the sources 
(fallon. The Enthronement of Sabaoth. Jewish Elements in Gnostic Creation myths. 
NHS 10, Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1978).

18 For this, see painchaud L’écrit, and his treatise 1991. „The Redactions of The 
Writing without Title (CG II 5).“ SecCent, 8, 217–234.

19 As regards the interpretation of the cosmogony of OrigWorld, the most important text 
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method and argumentation of a Gnostic author presenting to the public at 
large his thought on the origin and the end of the world and of man”.20

II.

In this paper, I do not attempt to present an elaborated and detailed ex-
amination of the whole process of the cosmology, because our task has 
to be more focused. That is why I will sum up the mythical events of the 
quotation as concisely as possible first, and I restrain myself to giving brief 
comments. After that, in the second part of this work, I will examine the 
main concepts of the text. 

Before turning to the mythical story, it is worth noting that at the be-
ginning of the tractate the author’s aim as an educated apologist21 and/or 
good orator22 was to demonstrate23 the mistaken opinions of the men and 
of worldly gods in respect to the originality of primeval chaos. For the sake 
of refutation, he fits his own opinion into a semi-dualist mythical concept 
concerning two mythical beings that are in a causal, or in other words, in a 
derivative relationship (light and shadow), and this given condition, right 
from the beginning, leads to the two opposite and later conflicting beings 
(light and darkness/chaos). This theological basis serves as an explanation 
of the origin of the defended viewpoint on the one hand, and with this mod-
el the author lays the ground for the evaluation of the status of the physical 
world on the other hand, because the shadow has no independent and sub-
stantial state or condition in itself, but only a subordinate, dependent and 
secondary one in regard to the light. 

is the Hypostasis of the Archons (NHC II,4), because its cosmogonical material is very 
similar to the OrigWorld, and the authors probably used a common source. The idea of 
the common source (“Apocalypse of Norea”) was assumed by schenke, h. M. 1981. 
“The Phenomenon and Significance of Gnostic Sethianism.“ In layton, B. [ed.] 
The Rediscovery of Gnosticism. II. Sethian Gnosticism. Leiden: Brill, 1981, 596. See 
fallon (1978). For the most detailed discussion about the relation, see kaiseR, U.U. 
2006. Die Hypostase der Archonten. (NHC II,4). Neu herausgegeben, übersetzt und 
erklärt von… TU 156 Walter de Gruyter, Berlin – New York, esp. 311–315. According 
to painchaud (1995: Introduction), there are three common schemes: theogonical, 
anthropogonical, and the “Genèse veritable”. 

20 The quotation from BethGe (1989: Introduction 17). 
21 See BethGe (1989: 14).
22 painchaud (1995: Redactions).
23 The demonstration has a revelation status, because in order to fulfil it, the author 

invites the audience to see the truth.
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After that, we receive a shortened description on the fulfilment of the 
Pleroma, the heavenly world and the existence of the shadow.24 In this 
mythical narrative, the consequences of Pistis’ acts seem to lead to the ac-
tivity of the personified shadow. The description of the mythical process 
and the involved concept has no parallel in the tractates from Nag Hammadi 
or in the accounts of the polemical writings or in contemporary religious 
and philosophical literature.25

The mythical process that we are to examine starts with the reaction of 
the shadow and ends with the appearance of the elements. The place of the 
events is situated behind the cosmic veil; in this case Sophia plays the role 
of the border between the above and below. 

The aim of this unit is to explain explicitly the origin of the main ele-
ments of the world. The viewpoint of the narration turns to shadow, and we 
can read in the text the following (99.2–22): 

tote aqHai+bes/ \raisqane Je ou\n pet/Joor/ eros/ askwH 
auw \ntaresuo/u ebol Hitoot\s ouaat\s \nteunou asJpo  
\mpkwH Jin/ \mfoou et\mmau asouwnH ebol \nGi tarxh  
\mpkwH H\n naiwn throu/ m\n neukosmos/ pkwH de  
et\mmau auHe eroF/ eFo \nouHe em\n p\n\a \nHhtF/ aFSwpe  
\nqe \nniHaeibes H\nnounoG \nousia \mmoou tote Txolh  
\ntaHSwpe ebol H\n qaeibes aunoJ\s aumeros \nte 
pxaos Jim foou et\mmau aousia \mmoou ouwnH ebol 
auw pentaHwte Hrai+ \nHht\s aFHTe ebol eFouonH ebol  
H\m pxaos \nqe \ntetmise \nnoukouei nesperisson/ throu 
SauHaeie taei te qe \nqulh \ntasSwpe ebol H\n qaeibes 
aunoJ\s eusa auw \mpesei ebol H\m pxaos alla nesH\m 
pxaos \nGi qulh esH\n oumeros \mmoF 

“Then shadow perceived that there is something stronger than it and felt envy. And when 
it became self-impregnated, it immediately bore envy. Since that day, the principle of 
envy among all eons and their worlds has been apparent. But that envy was found to be 
an abortion without any spirit in it. It became like the shadow in a great watery substance. 
Then the wrath that came into being out of the shadow was thrown into a part of chaos. 

24 At first sight the target of the polemic seems to be a kind of Greek mythology, probably 
one version of Hesiod’s work (it could be a pure text, a theological or philosophical 
commentary), but neither the exact opinion will be clear later, nor will any mentioned 
name help us to identify the source of the refuted opinion of the men and the gods of 
the world.

25 We should note that the myth of Pistis (or Pistis Sophia) has some signs, from which 
we can presume an altered version of the widespread myth of Sophia. In nuce, it is not 
a fallen myth, but only used the terms of the myth of Sophia to create a new one from 
an altered theological point of view.
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Since that day a watery substance has appeared, what was enclosed within it (the shadow) 
flowed out, being visible in the chaos: as with one who is shortly giving birth – all her su-
perfluities falls, likewise the matter that came into being out of the shadow and was cast 
aside. And matter did not come out of chaos, but it was in chaos, being in a part of it.”26

III.

At first sight it is clear that it is not a philosophical cosmogony with clear 
argumentation on the world’s formation and it is essentially different from 
the theology of biblical creation; nevertheless, its place is in the controver-
sies over the creation of the world with its obvious mythical language and 
imagery and what is more, its position is closer to the biblical exegesis. In 
the following my task will partly be to demonstrate that the sources of this 
view could be placed in the biblical tradition.27

Focusing on the quoted text, one can say that the leading character is the 
personified shadow Hai+bes/. To perceive what it means in the tractate, 
we have to recall that this description is part of the demonstration in which 
the author contends that chaos, darkness and the shadow are to be one and 
the same.28 

In the first part of the quotation two passions dominate, and in the sec-
ond, we can read about the appearance of matter. The link between them is 
the motif of the water (or watery substance), but it is difficult to give any 
details how and from what it comes.

Reading the myth about the envy kwH and the wrath xolh of the 
shadow,29 we can be amazed by the fact that two passions appear in this 
context, since usually both belong to the field of psychology or could have 
demonological connotation. Yet, at this point, these terms serve to show the 
transition in the cosmogonical process leading the story to the appearance 

26 The quotation with small alterations comes from the revised edition of BaRnstone 
and MeyeR (2003: 417).

27 We should mention that in BöhliG’s and BethGe’s and taRdieu’s works –, there is 
a relative consensus, and all of them connect the appearance of the demiurgic figure’s 
thought and the event when Yaldabaoth creates the abode (the sky as his throne) and 
the below (the footstool, the earth) with the third day of the biblical text (combining 
with elements from the second). 

28 Probably, we could state that these three terms serve as three aspects of only one 
mythical being that plays different roles in the different stages of the myth.

29 At this point, I try to reflect partly on the version of the myth of Samael suggested 
by BaRc.1981. “Samael, Saclas, Yaldabaoth.“ In BaRc [ed.]. Colloque international 
sur les Textes de Nag Hammadi. Leuven: B. Peeters, 1981, 123–150, and partly to the 
Fallon’analysis. 
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of water ousia \mmoou and matter qulh. I will leave the question of 
the object of envy open for now, but later I will suggest a possible solution.

Both passions express the reactions of the shadow to the events in the 
heavenly world.30 The second part of the first sentence indicates that the 
forces (the archons) are present and the passions appear not only before the 
heavenly eons but their words H\n naiwn throu/ m\n neukosmos/. 
The phrasing implies not only the author’s approach to the question of the 
nature of the soul and the passion in it (that is why the spiritless state in both 
cases appears and similarly later in the description of the earthly Adam’s 
creation), but in this case a physical concept is offered, because this process 
leads to the appearance of water and matter, and at the same time, it points 
out that before the intervention of the heavenly world, the whole shadowy 
region was spiritless with its elements and all beings.31 

Returning to the second part, the text mentioning the terms of water, mat-
ter and chaos takes a new direction in the process and comes closer to the 
cosmogonical context. As a consequence of the formula (since that day), 
Bethge’s opinion was that this whole part could be the result of a redactor’s 
work.32 The origin of water remains uncertain, because the author mentions 
only that in this substance the principle of envy came into being, and it be-
came visible by this act. The next sentence establishes the relation between 
matter and water bringing into play the analogy of birth but it does not offer 
a clear explanation about the origin of the elements. 

The last sentence demonstrates the theological position of the author. In 
this case, as I have mentioned earlier, it means that, according to the author, 
the shadow, the darkness and the chaos are all one and the same, and all of 
them come from the light declaring the successive order and a derivative re-
lation. This given semi-dualist condition, directly from the beginning, leads 
to the two opposite and subsequently conflicting beings (light and dark-
ness/chaos), and from this basis the cosmogonical concept receives its jus-
tification, because all steps in the mythological process fit into this causal 

30 These two passions appear among the offspring begot from death (106.30).
31 The appearance of envy and then wrath allows us to propound that it could reflect 

on a contemporary fallen myth, and the text can be characterised as the result of a 
radical alteration in accordance with the theological thinking of the author. The two 
main arguments for this alleged affinity are the negative passions and the context of 
the biblical Genesis’ account as it is well known in the contemporary accounts. In this 
mythical dress, the shadow represents the first archon Yaldabaoth (Samael), and the 
aeons and their worlds are the rest of the archons, the object of these two passions 
could be the first light Anthropos, but the arguments for this possibility would avert 
the focus of our examination.

32 BethGe (1975: 195). 
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and derivative relationship.33 From this viewpoint, we should interpret the 
chaos as a place and personified mythical being, in and from which matter 
appeared, as well as the meros as the lowest part of the chaos.34

According to the opinions of the commentators, it is possible that the 
author creating this text could have used concepts and ideas from the Sto-
ic and/or middle Platonic philosophical schools35 and was influenced by 
them, and it may be postulated that the author worked on inherited knowl-
edge from another “Gnostic” source, but in any case these were reshaped 
and adapted for constructing this text. Furthermore, the etymologies given 
in Greek and Coptic (shadow-envy,36-wrath,37-matter) may have played a 
role as well.38 

 If anyone reads the text as a whole they might raise the question para-
phrasing Tertullian’s sentence: what does the biblical Genesis’ account 
have to do with this mythology?

 Consequentially, I will try to give a short answer to this question and 
come closer to what this mythical narrative means in the cosmogonical con-
text.

IV.

The first answer is a terminological one. Accepting the commentator’s 
common and widespread opinion39 on the basis of the used terms in the 
quotation (the shadow, the watery substance, the matter and the chaos), 
it can be stated that these could be the allusions to the Genesis 1.1–2 text 

33 In other words, the shadow has no independent and no substantial state or condition in 
itself, but only a subordinate, dependent and secondary one in regard to the light, and 
the ground of the physical world rests on the shadow. 

34 For this BethGe (1975: 195). 
35 For this see: painchaud (1995: 239–241) and kaiseR, U.U. 2009. “Geburt in Chaos 

und Belebung im Wirbelwind. Zwei neue Deutungsvorschläge zu NHC II,5.“ ZAC, 
13, 29–37.

36 As regards the motive of envy in Gnostic texts, see e.g. Van unnik, W.C. 1972. 
„Der Neid in der Paradiesgeschichte nach einigen gnostischen Texten.“ In kRause, 
M. [ed.] Essays on the Nag Hammadi Texts in Honour of Alexander Böhlig. Leiden: 
Brill, 1972, 120–132; schultz, D.R. 1978. “The origin of Sin in Irenaeus and Jewish 
Pseudepigraphical Literature.” VC, 32, 161–190.

37 BethGe (1975: 195) mentioned the possible failure in the writing (instead of hyle, the 
author wrote khole). 

38 For this e.g painchaud (1995).
39 E.g. Painchaud, Schenke, Bethge.
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from the LXX. At this point, we should note that according to Painchaud’s 
redactional hypothesis, the first redactor who was probably a fellow of the 
Valentinian School, linked the terms of Gen 1.1–3 (darkness, light, abyss, 
beginning, water) to the text.40 

If it is the case, and if we accept that the biblical text provided the frame, 
then it is worth asking what the myth means, and why the author chose this 
form to express his or her theology. In forming a possible answer to the fol-
lowing, I examine the main concept of the quotation, which is why I turn to 
the metaphor of birth. 

At first I shall quote the text in question:

pentaHwte Hrai+ \nHht\s aFHTe ebol eFouonH ebol H\m 
pxaos \nqe \ntetmise \nnoukouei nesperisson/ throu 
SauHaeie taei te qe \nqulh \ntasSwpe ebol H\n qaeibes 
aunoJ\s eusa 

“What was enclosed within it (in the shadow) flowed out, being visible/appearing in the 
chaos: as with one who is shortly (en oligo) 41 giving birth – all her superfluities (perissa) 
fall, likewise the matter that came into being out of the shadow and was cast aside”.

In this passage the maternal figure, who gives birth, is the water (or the 
watery substance), the matter is the superfluities (Greek perissa, alludes 
probably to, the afterbirth or the amniotic fluid), but since the author missed 
pointing out what the foetus represents, we should pose this question first, 
and after giving a possible solution, we shall deal with the problems of the 
interpretation. 

As far as I know, the last interpretation was written by Kaiser in 200942 
who connected this part to the birth of envy and considered envy to be the 
embodied archon. She argued that the superfluities (Greek perissa) con-
cern the amniotic fluid and not the afterbirth (as understood it Layton43 
and Painchaud44 before her). As Kaiser wrote: „indem die Materie mit 
dem Fruchtwasser bei einer Geburt gleischsetzt, wird die Materie zu ei-
nem Beiprodukt bei der Entstehung des Herrschers über die Materie, und 
dieser Kunstbegriff leistet ein Mehrfaches: Er erklärt die enge Verbindung 
zwischen dem Herrscher und der beherrschten Materie, schafft außerdem 

40 According to Painchaud, this redactor’s hand is recognisable in the use of the term of 
the authorities (exousia) and the distinction between Pistis and Sophia.

41 For the reconstruction see BethGe (1975: 196) and kaiseR (2009).
42 kaiseR (2009: 29–37).
43 In footnote 33 with question mark.
44 painchaud (1995: 248).
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einen Anklang an die Urflut am Anfang der Schöpfung, wie sie aus Gen 
1.2, aber auch aus anderen Schöpfungsmythen bekannt ist“.45 However, 
this may be correct, and I agree with the main points of Kaiser’s argument, 
but I am inclined to suppose that our text offers another possibility in re-
spect to the connection with the biblical account. 

The first step is a terminological one. As we saw, the text focuses on 
the birth of hyle, and the process in the chaos on the cosmic side (99.16) 
is described in terms of the flowing out or away (Coptic HaTe ebol). 
This term was used in connection with the emanation of the first product 
(Greek ergon) from Pistis in the heavenly world (98.13).46 If we connect 
this short note to the beginning of our quoted text, it allows us to raise the 
assumption that the starting point of the process is linked to the heavenly 
world, and the reaction of the shadow is in close relation with the birth of 
the first likeness.47 

As stated by the author in the first sentence of the quotation: “Then shad-
ow perceived that there is something stronger than it and felt envy. And 
when it became self-impregnated, it immediately bore envy. Since that day, 
the principle of envy among all eons and their worlds has been apparent.”

The second point of our argument comes from Kaiser who called atten-
tion to the possible identity of the foetus that is hidden in the second part 
together with envy. Yet, there are two arguments that oppose Kaiser’s inter-
pretation, of which I debate the possibility of identifying envy with the de-
miurgic figure. At first it is a fact that the shadow gives birth to envy, but the 
appearance refers not to envy itself but to the arche, the principle of envy. If 
we accept this apparently trivial change in the myth, it will have important 
theological consequences, because this small evidence can shed light on 
the function of both passions, namely that the shadow itself became visible 
and appeared48 partly through them, and so did the watery substance and 
the matter in it by extension of the effect. In other words, these passions fill 
their roles in a process that starts with the passions but leads to the physical 

45 kaiseR (2009: 34).
46 The author used the verb later in the text. The context of also using the birth, but at 

that point in the description of the act of Sophia, the instructor creates from the drop 
of light fallen into the water (113.23). 

47 BethGe (1975: 196) noted this possible analogie between the description and the 
Valentinian descriptions.

48 In the phraseology of the translator it seems to waver, because he used the verbs 
to flow out (HaTe ebol, to come into being (Swpe ebol), and to be 
apparent (ouonH ebol in trans. med) as equivalents. Probably, the last means 
"to become visible", which stands the closest to my postulated interpretation.
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element.49 If it permits, we can recognise a particular interpretation at this 
point, which connects the incorporeal to the corporeal. 

To demonstrate that this model was known by the author and he was 
able to use these motives, we shall turn to Painchaud’s hypothesis, who 
pointed out that the first redactor of our writing might have been a fellow of 
the school of Valentinian. The concept concerning the origin of the world, 
which connects the passions that come from Sophia transformed by the 
Soter into the elements of the cosmos, was developed in these systems.50 
In comparing our text to these descriptions, the result is disappointing, be-
cause none of them mentioned the envy and the wrath, but I presume that 
the author was familiar with this lore and used it from an essentially differ-
ent point of view. 

 In addition to this alleged relation, the second main argument for us-
ing such Valentinian sources is the metaphor of the birth. In system B51 
the embryological understanding of the matter in the cosmogonical context 
was widespread. In this model, Sophia, who wants to give birth without a 
partner, can only bring forth an unformed miscarriage, which is depicted as 
the formless and invisible earth. It is improbable as concerns our text, but 
if we replace Sophia with the shadow, the metaphor receives its meaning. 

The third argument could be that in both descriptions the paternal figure 
is absent, and the fourth one is terminological, namely the usage of the term 
abortion (HouHe in 99,9).52 

In short if we accept Painchaud’s (and Bethge’s) suggested hypothesis, 
the connection between the Valentinian systems and our text is demonstra-
ble not only in a terminological level, but in the case of the basic concept, 
and if we seek to find the position of this myth in the Valentinian tradition, 
our version will represent a basically modified theological viewpoint.53 

Returning to the quoted text in the light of these notions, the whole gra-
dationally completed process acquired its ultimate meaning in the cosmog-
ony of the text in arriving to the condition of the biblical day one and, at 
this point it became clearer what the invisible and formless earth (which is 

49 The other side of passions, namely the differentiation of the psychic hyle, may be in 
connection with the birth of the archons. 

50 For this see e.g. Painchaud. 
51 E.g. in Hipp VI, 30 8. BethGe (1975: 194) refers to Hipp Ref VI, 31, 2 ff.
52 For this see e.g. Bethge, Painchaud.
53 At this point, we should take other influences into account. One could be a modified 

fallen myth, as I tried to point out previously. 
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equated with the hyle) and the darkness over the abyss could mean in the 
theology of the author.54 

If we should conclude the first part of this investigation, we can say that 
the whole passage is imbued with Valentinian influence, and the compli-
cated description serves to show the transition from the passions to the ele-
ments. If the parallels are apt, and the author used these systems or at least 
was familiar with the sources of this exegetical tradition, then we can state 
that this concept in this writing represents a radically modified version. 

Excurse Pistis Sophia and the appearance

Before the appearance of Yaldabaoth there is a brief section about Pistis 
and Pistis Sophia, who are probably identical here. In the first sentences, 
the viewpoint is on the matter (99.23–28), and in the second it turns to Pis-
tis’ first reaction to her fault, the fearful product55 (99.29–100.1a), and the 
third concerns her plan to solve her fault (100.1b–9). All sections follow the 
author’s aim to present his own mythological system directed by the rule 
of the narration with its non-linear argumentation. In our case it means that 
there are three perspectives which focus on the same subject.

t?[pi]s?t?i?s de tsofia \ntaresouwS [a]t?re ph ete m\nteF/ 
p\n\a Ji tupos \nnoueine \nF\rarxei eJ\n qulh/ auw eJ\n 
nesdunamis throu aFouwnH ebol \nSorp/ \nGi ouarxwn 
ebol H\n \mmoou.

The third part offers the most important statements. In this part Pistis 
Sophia is the main character (100.1b–6). 

She “wanted the spiritless thing to be formed into a likeness and to rule over the matter 
and all her forces, appeared at first a ruler, out of waters”.

The purpose of Pistis Sophia in the first part of the sentence is usually 
bound with the appearance of Yaldabaoth, and according to these readings 

54 Adding to this reference, the concept was probably inspired by the verse from the 
Letter to the Hebrews (11.3 it is by faith that we understand that the ages were created 
by a word from God, so that from the invisible the visible world came to be). 

55 According to painchaud (1995: 260) this account is about the animation of Sabaoth, 
but probably this being comes back and ruins the heavens among the archons in 
102.27–34. 
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Yaldabaoth receives power, authority, and his own name56 (in one word 
apart from spiritual nature) as in other systems (e.g. ApJohn). 

Yet the text gives another possible reading, and this allows us to make 
a differentiation between the wish and the appearance, and between the 
purpose and the instrument. It is supported by the fact that there is no men-
tion about the giving or receiving of any spiritual power from the heavenly 
world or Pistis (except Sabaoth) as in other tractates. Our text says only 
that the archons created according to the light and the likeness they saw and 
the creation narrative of man does not mention a spiritual part (the breath) 
which the earthly man receives.57 This description of the wish and voice of 
Pistis Sophia is significantly altered in relation to the other accounts. The 
reasons behind these changes of the story could lay in the anthropological 
concept of the tractate. In accordance with this idea, Pistis Sophia reveals 
the existence of the enlightened man and shows it to the archons that started 
the creation later. The other link to this is in the description of the likeness 
of Pistis Sophia (108.28–32):

apmoou toubo Hit\m peine \ntpistis tsofia taei \ntaHouwnH 
ebol \mparxigenetwr/ Hn\n\mmoou H\nnoueulogon Ge auJoos 
Je Hit\n \mmoou 

“the water was purified through the likeness of Pistis Sophia, who had appeared to the 
archigenetor in the waters. Justly, then, it has been said: through the waters”.58

Among the tractates of the codices, we can find similar structures in Gos-
pEgypt (III 56,22–58,22, and the TrimProt (39,13–32) and in the Codex 
Tschacos in the GospJud (51,4–17) where the great angel Eleleth appears 
above the darkness to call into being a ruler of this world.59 In these ex-
amples, the sentences clearly reflect on the appearing of the figure of the 
archon with emphasis on his rule. For this the sufficient condition is the 
authority from the heavenly world, but without any reference to the form 
of the likeness. Pistis Sophia does not say anything in our text, she only 
wants, and her command is in connection with the appearing of Yaldabaoth 

56 E.g. painchaud (1995: 250–251).
57 The text wrote that the archons ceated the body according to theirs and their likeness. 

The work of the first archon was the brain and the nervous system (114.29–35).
58 Probably it echoed the 2Pet 3.5 mentioned above.
59 In the ParShem there are parallels also but without mention of the heavenly being 

who mediates between the shadow and the light. The tractate probaly used similar 
tradition, because in the original situation there the light, the pneuma and the shadow, 
which is parallel with the aeon of truth, Pistis and the shadow. 
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out of the water. It may be a consequence of the light and the voice (the 
imperative). At this point, I would like to suggest that Pistis does not create 
(or give birth to) Yaldabaoth here, but rather she calls him to herself out of 
the waters with a purpose that is not detailed (but probably related to the 
light Adam).

V.

Using the Valentinian parallel, we could understand why the story took 
place in this way and why the author chose this form to describe the pro-
cess. Since there is no real parallel for the mythical figures and their pas-
sions in this mentioned tradition, we should ask whether in this case one 
can talk of a Valentinian variant in a real sense at all. To be able to identify 
the main characters, I will introduce a twofold hypothesis which focuses 
on the conjunction of the terms of shadow, envy and wrath and takes other 
influences from the contemporary world into account and seeks similar nar-
ratives that involve these motives. The aim, which directs the investigation, 
is to identify not only the figures in the cosmogonical myth, but to cover the 
first likeness of Pistis as well. 

To start our task, I shall return to the beginning of the quotation again. 
The key question in the text is the interpretation of the personified shadow 
and its identity with the darkness and the chaos. The cosmogonical context 
and its connection to Genesis’ account raise the possibility of the influence 
of the contemporary Christian theology.

One similar motive can be found e.g. in the Alexandrian allegorical Gen-
esis’ interpretation (it is a significant part of Origen’s first homily on Gen-
esis) that interpreted the shadow as the substance and the place of the fallen 
angel. 

“Darkness was upon the abyss.” What is “the abyss? That place, of 
course, where “the devil and his angels” will be.60 This indeed is most 
clearly designated also in the Gospel, when it is said of the Saviour: “And 
the demons which he was casting out were asking him that he not command 
them to go into the abyss.61”62 Some lines later, he repeats his opinion in 
connection with the firmament, and says the following as regards the water: 
“that is, the water of the abyss in which darkness is said to be, in which “the 

60 Translation with references to the New Testament comes from heine, R. E. 1982. 
Origen: Homilies on Genesis and Exodus. Cath. Uni. Press. Rev 12,9; 20,3; Mt 41.

61 Lk 8,31.
62 Lk 47–48.
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prince of this world” and the adversary, “the dragon and his angels” dwell63 
as was indicated above”.64

In the light of Origen’s allegorical exegesis, it can be surmised that the 
motives of the shadow and the aeons reflect on the myth of the fallen angels 
in our text, and the text can be characterised as the result of a radical altera-
tion in accordance with the theological thinking of the author. The two main 
arguments for this alleged affinity are the negative passions and the context 
of the biblical Genesis’ account65 until this point of the analysis.

If we follow the path describing the fallen angel, we can identify the con-
tinued motifs of wrath and envy. The conjunction of these passions leads 
into the Adam and Eve literature, where the motif of envy and wrath play the 
central role in some variants of the Jewish or Christian apocryphal material. 

The motif of envy fills the well-known and widespread model and usage 
in the tractate as corresponds to another tractate from the Library.66 The 
source of this motif is bound to the Jewish (Christian) tradition according 
to the researcher. The Samael tradition offers the closest parallel, because 
in these texts, he was the leader of the fallen angels, the angel of death, and 
he was identified with the envy against the first man, and our text knows 
this name (103.18).67 This imagery may derive also from the Adam and Eve 
literature68 in addition to other parallels, which seems to be based, at least 
in part, on traditions found in these books69 or may come from a common 
source material.70 

The wrath (khole) illustrates God’s passion in some texts, and it is 
directed against Satan and leads to his being cast down to the earth along 
with his followers, but on the other hand, the idea of Satan’s wrath occurs 

63 Cf. Jn 12.31; 1; Pt 5.8; Rev 12.7, 20.3
64 Trans from heine (1982: 50).
65 The text knows a fallen myth. I will return to this later.
66 As regrards the motive of envy, see e.g.: van unnik, W.c (1972: 120–132) and see 

seGal’s and fossuM’s books (in footnote 8).
67 GRypeou, e. 2003. „Die Dämonologie der koptisch-gnostischen Literatur im Kontext 

jüdischer Apokalyptik.“ In lanGe,a. – lichtenBeRGeR, h. – RöMheld, k.f.d. 
[eds.] Die Dämonen und die Demons. Mohr Siebck, 2003, 602.

68 For this see fallon (1978) and tRuMBoWeR, J.a. 1994. “Traditions Common to the 
Primary of Adam and Eve Books and On the Origin of the World, NHC II,5.“ SBLSP, 
286–293. 

69 J. A. tRuMBoWeR (1994: 293).
70 In 118.2–5, the author probably mentioned a written source and produced (the progeny 

of the earthly Adam) all stories (gr. historia) of the psychical Adam within itself. 
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on more occasions.71 The author of our text may have been familiar with 
this narrative72 as it is proved through the terminological and narrative evi-
dence found in the author’s theological thoughts. 

The third and most hypothetical step on this reconstruction is the iden-
tification of the first likeness of Pistis, the obvious figure of the first ergon. 
To find the answer to this question, we need to seek the occurrence of envy 
in the tractate. 

If we examine the appearance of the motive of envy, we can state that 
envy appears on two occasions, and in both cases it reflects the created hu-
man being: at first, when the earthly Adam and Eve were damned by the 
archons, after the expulsion from Paradise (121.14): “since the rulers were 
envious of Adam they wanted to diminish their lifespan”, while the second 
case refers to the blessed beings who are the members of the fourth race 
according to the anthropology of the tractate (124.21–25): “thus when the 
blessed beings appeared in the forms modelled by the authorities, they were 
envied. And out of envy the authorities mixed their seed with them,73 in 
hopes of polluting them”. 

In both cases the motif appears in an anthropological context and reflects 
on created man. At first it is in connection with Adam and Eve, and second 
with the whole race. In the first case, the motivation of the archons is the 
alien state of knowledge of Adam (gnosis, 120.18). In the second case, not 
so clearly to wit, but the text offers the solution (125.19–23): “and these 
were sent to make known what is hidden and the seven authorities of chaos 
and their impiety. And thus they were condemned to death.” The author, 
with this short explanation, gives the most important help for us to be able 
to understand the origin of the motive. 

At this point, the story shows back to Pistis’ revelation in the former 
part of the writing, although in that case the object of envy is Sabaoth and 
the light received from Pistis:74 After proclaiming Yaldabaoth’s vain wish, 
Pistis answers as follows (103,17–27):

peJas Je k\rplana samahl ete paei pe pnoute \b\blle 
ou\n ourwme \naqanatos \rr\mouoein Soop/ Hi tekHh paei 
etnaouwnH ebol H\n net\mplasma Fna\rkatapatei \mmok 

71 E.g. Van Unnik, among others, suggested in the conclusion of his treatise that this idea 
was extended and used by the Gnostics. 

72 In addition to this remark, one of the writings of this tradition is the Apocalypse of 
Adam from the Nag Hammadi Library. In this writing, the wrath of the first archon 
Sakla works against Adam and Eve.

73 The motive of the mixing of the seeds occurs many times in the tractate (c.f. AJ).
74 As regards the Sabaoth’s account, see F. T. fallon (1978).
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\nqe \nniome \nkerameus Sausomou auw knabwk/ m\n nete 
nouk/ ne apit\n Sa tek/maau pnoun H\n tsun/teleia gar 
\nnet\nHbhue sena\rkatalue \mpSta thrF/ \ntaF/ouwnH 
ebol H\n tme auw FnawJ\n \nF\r qe \mpete \mpeF/Swpe

“She said: You are mistaken, Samael, that is, blind god. There is an immortal light man 
who has been before you and who will appear among your modelled forms, he will 
trample you and scorn you just as potter’s clay is pounded. And you will descend to your 
mother, the abyss, along with those that belong to you. For at the consummation of your 
works the entire defect that has become visible out of the truth will be abolished and it 
will cease to be and will be like what has never been.” 

A significant change and difference is recognisable between the subjects: 
here the light man and in the former quotation it is the race, the change is 
the consequence of the anthropological and soteriological teaching of the 
text, but the important element is the notion of the light man from the view-
point of the examination. 

If my hypothesis is correct, we are dealing with a narrative that seems to 
involve a prophecy concerning the light man, and how his effect expands 
on creation and beyond, because the appearance of the light man leads to 
the creation of the earthly man, and this creation will cause the final con-
demnation of the archons. As a result of this threefold reason, I conjecture 
that the object of the archons’ envy was the light man as the likeness of 
Pistis, which the anthropogonical summary dating to the creation of the first 
man, the pneumatic Adam, on the first day affirms (117.28–30). 

To sum up these short considerations, the principal conclusion is that 
envy tied the first Adam who appeared and the archons and the envy rep-
resents the main characteristic of the relationship. The parallels offered by 
the contemporary angelology seem to direct our attention to the apocryphal 
writing as concerning the fallen angels and Adam, where the motif of the 
envy and wrath play a central role. 

Summary

In this short paper, I made an attempt to shed light on two main ques-
tions. First, I focused on the question of why the story occurred in this 
way. The scope of the investigation extended over the reconstruction of the 
myth’s story, while the second step was addressed to the metaphor of birth 
and the relation between this mythical description and the biblical day one. 

Based on the terminological examination and the central simile of the 
passage, the results can be recapitulated: the text shows Valentinian in-
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fluence indeed. If the parallels are accurate, and if the author used these 
thinking patterns or at least those which would have been familiar with the 
sources of this exegetical tradition, then we can state that this concept in 
this writing represents a radically modified version.

In the second main part, the direction of the questions turned to the main 
characters. I made an attempt to find a possible answer to illuminate the 
personified shadow and the first likeness by reconstructing the structure of 
the cosmogonical myth by analysing it as an arbitrary modification of two 
contemporary traditions, which might have served as the sources of the 
author’s theological purpose behind our mythological text. 

If we attempt to reconstruct the process, we can distinguish two main 
steps as two strata of the myth. Nevertheless, the primary position between 
the reconstructed sources remains an open question, because the combina-
tion is reasonable and can be confirmed from both sides with similar prob-
ability. Although the questions of the direction of alteration and the chrono-
logical order are questionable by these hypotheses, we can reconstruct both 
main sources of the description and identify the origin of the materials.

As Painchaud pointed out, one stratum can be a Valentinian writing that 
involves a relatively widespread idea concerning the process from Sophia’s 
passions to the “material” elements in a cosmogonical context. 

The other one was a narrative about the myth of the fall that narrates 
about Adam’s dignity and glory, as well as Satan’s fall in the Adam and Eve 
literature. 

After the combination of these two lines and an almost entirely rework-
ing of the narratives, the third and last step was extending this concept to 
Genesis’ story involving the concept of the identity between the first light 
of Genesis and the first Adam in the mythology of the tractate’s theology. 

Returning to the hypothetical process, the reason behind the possibility 
of both modifications can be interpreted in a theological sense. In the case 
of the Valentinian source, it has been recognized that the author takes the 
place of Sophia’s passions with the shadow, and also personifies it as a real 
demonic being and further connects it in a semi-direct way to the shadow 
in Genesis by utilizing the description of the materialization’s process in 
these systems. 

On the other hand, if we turn to the second possibility, namely to the 
apocryphal narrative of Adam’s dignity and glory, and of Satan’s fall, the 
alterations come from another direction. In this viewpoint, the appearance 
of envy and then wrath reflects a fallen myth (as the reason of Satan’s fall), 
whereas the shadow could be the fallen angel, and Pistis’ or Pistis Sophia’s 
original role as a mediator was to call the archon(s), probably to venerate 
Adam, who is the immortal light Adam in the theology of the tractate. In 
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this case, the Valentinian influence was the last step to direct the process 
from the passions to the elements in the context of Genesis’ story. 

In both cases the theological alterations lead to the cosmogonical con-
text. The process maintaining the appearance of the matter may reflect the 
contemporary interpretations on Genesis, and based on this point of view, 
the author not only accepted the concept of creation from an invisible earth 
to a visible, but also constructed a process that tells how it came to be with 
an aim to explain the Scripture, and for this purpose, the author was willing 
to cross the boundaries of different exegetical traditions. 

If my hypotheses are comme il faut, and we are concerned at this point 
with an idea drawn from the manifold exegetical traditions that were ad-
opted and adapted into the examined cosmogony, then we can observe a 
philosophical and theological problem, engaged in a debate on the philo-
sophical principles and the biblical Genesis’ account on the one hand, and 
the creation or ordering of the world on the other hand in the ancient con-
temporary world. In the light of these traditions, we may be quite convinced 
that that, which we labelled as Gnostic cosmogony in this tractate took part 
in this debate on the Christian side with a strong philosophical reflexion on 
the interpretation of Genesis’ text. If we attempt to locate the place of the 
writing in these controversies over the nature of the matter and the how of 
creation, we would suggest that it lies between the not firmly established 
fronts of orthodoxy and heterodoxy in the early developments of Christian 
theology.


